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Chapter 1380

Phillip’s face was full of black lines, but he didn’t have a chance to speak at
all, because Liang Yahe kept neglecting him, and would not speak to him
when the complaints were over, and directly threatened: “Be good to others in
the future, do you know? Cooking, can you find such a beautiful girlfriend for
you?”

Phillip: “…”

No, why is he unworthy?

“Mom, you can’t say that.”

“Why can’t you say that, if you are worthy of you, you are still a bachelor now?
I don’t know to work harder, and let my family worry about you. Now that I find
you, please cherish it for me, otherwise I will I will find you a hundred blind
dates.”

A hundred.

Phillip didn’t want to speak anymore, pursing his lips.

Perhaps he and Marry Jiang need to get what they need.

“Walk, and when I will go out to eat, I will give other people’s white vegetables
more, be gentle, you know?”



After that, Phillip was finally let out of the room, and Marry Jiang also brought
up the dishes, and everyone washed their hands and cooked.

Phillip and Marry Jiang glanced at each other, and when they were about to
find a place to sit down, they were kicked suddenly by Liang Yahe, so pain
that he frowned and looked back at her.

Liang Yahe smiled silently: “Go and sit with Marry. Here I want to sit with your
dad.”

Phillip is speechless, where is the difference?

But since Liang Yahe had spoken, Phillip and Marry Jiang sat together.

As soon as Phillip sat down, Marry Jiang lowered her voice and said in a voice
that only two people could hear, “My mouth is quick, I accidentally said that I
am a boyfriend or girlfriend.”

Hearing, Phillip’s expression on his face remained unchanged, and he calmly
said, “It’s okay.”

Anyway, even if he denies it, his mother will force the two people into a
relationship between boy and girl friends. It’s better to admit it directly.

Less unnecessary troubles.

Marry Jiang was relieved when she saw him looking indifferent. She thought it
would cause him trouble. When he got angry, what should she do if he doesn’t
help her go home and fend off arrows?

“Phillip, give Marry some vegetables.”



Just when Phillip was preparing to eat, Liang Yahe smiled and reminded him
that Phillip had a meal and heard Marry Jiang next to him saying: “No need,
no, I can do it myself, aunt and uncle, you have more Eat some.”

“Phillip, didn’t you hear what mom said?”

Liang Ya raised his eyebrows, and Phillip had to put some food into her bowl
for Marry. When he finally took away the chopsticks, he had a look like this,
right?

Liang Yahe looked at his expression and eyes beside him, and almost couldn’t
help stepping forward to give him a popcorn.

What’s the matter with this broken boy? Ako, who is impatient for him to pick
up a dish, is he conscious of being a boyfriend?

Marry Jiang saw what was in his bowl, and then looked at Liang Yahe’s
expression. She always felt that she could guess something, so she also
thoughtfully picked Phillip some vegetables, and then smiled and asked him to
eat more.

In other words, she also helped him in front of his mother. If he needs it, she
can also cooperate.

Faced with Marry Jiang’s enthusiasm, Phillip didn’t understand at first, but
when he heard Liang Ya and KuaMarry Jiang, he understood.

After eating a meal, Phillip suffered a lot of rolling eyes, while Marry Jiang
suffered all praise and praise, in short, Phillip doubted his life.

The old couple of the Xiao family liked Marry Jiang very much and praised her
not only for her beauty, but also for cooking. Later, they learned that Marry
Jiang was writing a manuscript and praised her for being literate.



After the praise of Marry Jiang, Liang Yahe began to criticize Phillip again,
criticizing him for nothing.

When the second man finally left in the evening, Phillip was speechless,
sitting on the sofa with a headache.

Marry Jiang sat down on the sofa next to him.

“I won’t cause you any trouble, am I?” Marry Jiang thought it would be better
to ask: “I stay at home every day. I thought your parents didn’t know that you
lived here. I didn’t expect them to have the keys. Just I didn’t know who it was
when I walked in, and I was shocked.”

Hearing, Phillip raised his head and stared at her silently, his eyes dark.

Marry Jiang was faintly seen by his eyes, “Why, what’s wrong? Why are you
looking at me like this?”

“Are you happy to be praised today?” Phillip suddenly asked quietly.

“Puff.”

Hearing this, Marry Jiang couldn’t help but laughed out, “Happy, your mother
is so good at talking, she praised me so much that I can go to heaven. But are
you biological? Why did she say everything when she was facing you? Is it
disgusting? I didn’t seem to hear her say a good thing to you, but don’t be
sad, so that you can prove that you are yours.”

Is it? Then he still feels honored?

There was a moment of silence in the living room, and Phillip said for a long
time: “I have been single and not married, so she is very dissatisfied with me.”



When talking about being single, Marry Jiang thought about the conversations
she heard during the day.

“During the day, I heard them saying that they were going to introduce you to
a blind date. It seemed that they had found a lot of people for you to choose,
and you are not too fancy.”

Hearing the words “Yan Fu Bu Xian”, Phillip frowned somewhat displeased,
and quickly said: “Now that they know you exist, they should not introduce me
to a blind date again.”

“Then do you want to go on a blind date or not? Does my existence help you
solve the problem?”

“Ok.”

Originally thought he would deny it, but she didn’t expect him to admit it so
readily. Marry Jiang remembered the request of Uncle Ti and blinked, “In that
case, I am doing you a great favor.”

Phillip did not answer.

“Look, if your parents don’t meet me after they come, they will arrange a lot of
blind dates for you. Then you can get annoying when you see people, but
because of me, you save a lot of trouble, right???”

Phillip glanced at her sideways.

She leaned on the sofa, staring at him with gleaming eyes, as if treating him
as a prey.

Such eyes…



Phillip was too familiar with it.

“Just tell me, is there something begging me?”

Begging?

Marry Jiang blinked, “What do you want, can’t it be so ugly? We are helping
each other.”

“All right, you can do anything.” Phillip was too lazy to argue with her about
this issue.

“Then you mean, you will help?” Marry Jiang leaned close to him quickly, as if
she was about to hit his face, with beautiful and delicate eyelashes just a few
steps away, like two beautiful little fans. , A pair of beautiful eyes almost
overflowed with light.

The sweet fragrance of the girl’s body also penetrated into his breath, not
knowing what perfume she was using, Phillip couldn’t help frowning, “Can you
not use such a strong perfume next time?”

Hearing, Marry Jiang was speechless for a while, “What perfume? I don’t use
perfume at all.”

is it? Phillip stared at her suspiciously, so why did the smell on her body give
him a feeling of shortness of breath and even chest tightness?

Chapter 1381

Forget it, don’t bother to care about this.

Phillip pursed his lips, but did not answer her words.



“Hey, you haven’t answered my question yet. Did you change the subject on
purpose just now?”

“No.”

“I just happened to think of it, nothing more.”

Just talk, who made her get so close.

Who knows Marry Jiang narrowed her eyes and stared at him: “Do you have a
ghost in your heart?”

Then she leaned a little closer, as if she wanted to see something in his face
or eyes, so the distance between the two narrowed again.

Phillip’s heartbeat became abnormal again, and he frowned, pressing his
palms on Marry Jiang’s face and pushing her away.

“Speak well, don’t be so close to me.”

Marry Jiang didn’t react at all, her face was pushed away, and the temperature
of the man’s palm passed directly to her face. When she struggled to react,
Phillip had already retracted her hand.

And she was pushed away too.

Damn, Marry Jiang refused to admit defeat: “Then talk as you speak, why you
move?”

Phillip didn’t answer her question. Marry Jiang stared at him carefully, and
suddenly thought of the dodge in his eyes before pushing away from him, and
raised her lips to look at him.



“Why are you pushing me away suddenly, why, is it because you are afraid of
me coming close to you?”

Hearing, Phillip gave her a cool glance.

“Isn’t it? If you are not afraid of me, come closer, why are you pushing me
away in such a hurry?”

As if to verify what he said, Marry Jiang slowly leaned forward and
approached Phillip. Although she was pushed farther away, the distance
between the two was still close, so once Marry Jiang moved forward, the
distance between the two It started to zoom in infinitely again.

Looking at Marry Jiang’s smiling and sly eyes, he felt bored again. He pursed
his thin lips and looked at her calmly.

Marry Jiang is indeed that very beautiful type, and she is very good at making
up without makeup. She doesn’t need to put on makeup at all. If she takes
makeup seriously, she can go straight to the stage.

She does have the ability to charm people.

While thinking about it, Marry Jiang had already leaned close to him, blinked,
and suddenly breathed at him.

Phillip’s eyelids tightened, “What are you doing?”

Marry Jiang smiled brightly: “Don’t do anything, just try your reaction, I think
you seem to be afraid of me approaching? Is it because I get close to you, you
get nervous, and then short of breath, as if out of breath?”

“I don’t know why, under her urging, Phillip actually did what she said. The
closer she got, the tighter his breathing became. In the end, it seemed that he
really couldn’t breathe.”



Marry Jiang saw the confusion in his eyes for a moment.

She thought she had read it wrong, and when she wanted to study it, her
black eyes regained consciousness, and then her jaw was clamped, even
harder.

“Marry Jiang, what are you doing?” Phillip looked at her coldly, and Marry
Jiang was stunned by her ruthless voice. Before she could react, he heard
him say: “Although we live together now, But please put yourself in the right
position. We are just pretending to be boyfriend and girlfriend. Don’t lean so
close to me when you’re fine. Can you hear me clearly?”

At that moment, Marry Jiang only felt that a string in her mind had broken.

After that, her head was blank.

She didn’t know if her face had become pale, but her ears were buzzing, as if
she couldn’t hear any sound.

After Phillip finished speaking, he realized that the hand holding her chin
seemed to be wrong, he let it go in a panic, and then stood up.

Marry Jiang only reacted at this time. Without even thinking about it, she
grabbed the pillow next to him and slammed it towards Phillip’s back.

“Phillip!”

Phillip didn’t hide, the pillow hit his back like this, and he stood still.

“What do you mean by what you just said? What does it mean that I’m okay
not to be so close to you? Do you think I’m shooing you? I tell you, you want
to be beautiful. What is it that I am correcting my position and having you talk
like that? Are you? Who do you think you are? Say a few words to you. Do



you really think you are a human being? You still told me like this. Why don’t
you say that in front of your mother today?”

Phillip: “…”

Phillip’s mind was a little clearer, but in fact, he regretted a little after he
finished speaking.

But right now he was so close by Marry Jiang, and then the words she said
seemed to have caught his mind, so he said that angrily.

“You dare not say that you are also afraid of trouble. Since you are also afraid
of trouble, then we all get what we need. Just say a word, you are nervous
there. Let me tell you what’s wrong? Are you hurting people with your mouth?
“

Marry Jiang was really angry. At first, she really just wanted to make Phillip
play a game. Who knew he was so real and said those hurtful things.

“Sorry.” Phillip turned around, his eyes locked on her: “I just said nothing, I
apologize to you now.”

Marry Jiang was taken aback, apologized?

Probably his words were too hurtful. Marry Jiang bit her lower lip and said
angrily: “Do you think it’s useful to apologize? What you say is the spilled
water, you are too much!”

Phillip looked at her silently. She was still sitting on the sofa, probably
because she was angry, so her eyes were a little red. Thinking of what she
said just now, it was indeed quite excessive.

He sighed helplessly and approached her resignedly.



“Then what do you want? I want you to have a fight?”

“Have a meal? You want to be beautiful.” Marry Jiang snorted, but her mind
turned quickly. She originally wanted to talk to Phillip about her uncle, but she
didn’t expect the plan to change, but now there is nothing wrong. , Things are
still developing in the direction they want.

“You have to promise me one thing so I won’t be angry.”

Marry Jiang is not the kind of girl who likes to be horny. She was really angry
just now, Phillip, but if there are more important things at the moment, then
she will be able to put her focus on this matter soon.

She probably didn’t expect that she would even negotiate with herself when
she was angry, so Phillip was taken aback for a while, but she reacted quickly.

“What do you want me to promise you?”

“You first say whether to answer or not!” Marry Jiang didn’t tell him directly.

Phillip: “If you don’t tell me, how do I know if I can agree?”

Marry Jiang roared: “Are you sincere in apologizing? You have said so many
excessive things. I just asked you to promise me one thing. You are here to
push back and block. Would I still let you kill and set fire???”

Think about it, as long as it is not against morals, Phillip can promise her.

He curled his lips helplessly, “Yes, can I promise you?”

Chapter 1382
“Humph.”



Marry Jiang snorted coldly, putting the bracelet in front of her heart to look like
a queen: “This is pretty much the same, then I forgive you!”

Phillip pulled his lips silently, then he thanks her.

“In fact, it’s like this. Didn’t you happen to attend my grandma’s birthday
banquet last time? Then my uncle now knows about our relationship, and he
wants to cooperate with you.” At this point, Marry Jiang suddenly raised his
hand. Clarification: “Don’t get me wrong. I don’t mean that you have to
cooperate with him. He just wants to have a chance to meet you. Let me be
the intermediary. As for whether to cooperate, it depends entirely on your own
wishes. Let me explain first, I didn’t force you!”

“So, what you mean is that I promise you to meet your uncle?”

Marry Jiang nodded: “That’s it, in this case, my task will be completed.”

There was silence in the living room for a while, and Phillip spoke again: “Yes,
when will I see you?”

“Did you agree?” Marry Jiang was a little surprised. She originally thought he
would shirk it. After all, Ye’s is a big company, and her uncle’s company is very
prosperous, but it is really incomparable with Ye’s Group. If Ye Shi was willing
to cooperate with her uncle’s company, it would be completely condescending.

So she has no hope at all.

“Yeah.” Phillip replied, looking away, with a faint tone: “Satisfied now?”

“Satisfied and satisfied!!”

Marry Jiang achieved her goal, thanked him with a smile, and Phillip looked at
her speechlessly.



Why is this girl so heartless? He was still scolding her with blushing eyes a
second before, and now she is smiling like this again?

So, is she really angry, or is she acting?

Phillip was a little confused.

“Don’t worry, next time your parents come to see you, I will definitely treat
them well!”

In fact, Phillip wanted to say no. The negotiations were too deep to avoid
confusion. His mother seemed to like Marry at first glance. If Marry still
entertained them, his mother would not force them to marry later?

Just looking at Marry Jiang’s happy appearance, she actually didn’t say
anything in a ghostly manner.

Forget it, let’s go one step at a time.

After that, Marry Jiang was really right. Liang Yahe didn’t like to come before.
Even if she missed her son, she would visit him at most once in a while.

But since discovering that Phillip had a girlfriend, the frequency of her visits to
Phillip gradually became more frequent. At first, she came to see Marry Jiang
every day, and Xiao Mingzhi would come with her at first.

But then it was probably the two women who had a conversation. He and the
elders were very lonely and he didn’t want to accompany her.

When the father and son mentioned this, Xiao Mingzhi also looked helpless.

“Your mother has always been strong, what can she do to find Marry? Can I
keep her from coming?”



Phillip was speechless.

However, Xiao Mingzhi saw a little way out, and asked his son in a low voice,
“You and Marry are actually not boyfriends and girlfriends?”

Hearing, Phillip was surprised, “Dad, how do you know?”

“Your personality is exactly the same as mine. If she is really your girlfriend, I
won’t be able to tell?” Xiao Mingzhi sighed helplessly, “Although I don’t know
what your situation is, but if you don’t like others, don’t delay each other like
this. , Your boss is no longer young, the girl’s youth is not long, and let her live
with you, long time will not be good for her reputation, do you understand all of
this?”

Phillip was a little silent after listening. This was indeed a place he hadn’t
considered before. He only thought of getting what he needed with Marry
Jiang, but didn’t expect that living together with the two would affect her
reputation.

And at first, she was just a person coming, and then she didn’t know what was
going on. After a long time, she started moving her own house and then
suddenly fell asleep with him.

Everything happened completely out of his control, and he felt a little
speechless from the beginning until he finally accepted it.

Looking back now, it was a very magical process.

“Dad, I know.”

“On your mother’s side, she is very happy now, and she thinks that Marry is
her future daughter-in-law, but even the family heirloom is ready to give to
Marry.”



Phillip was even more surprised: “Mom, does she like Marry Jiang so much?”

“Yes.” Xiao Mingzhi nodded: “How many years have you been single? Both
my mother and I are very worried. After all, you haven’t talked about a
girlfriend for so many years. Now it’s hard to have a girlfriend. It’s beautiful
and excellent. Your mother is very satisfied with Marry in all aspects.”

Hearing this, Phillip could understand why Xiao Mingzhi took the initiative to
find out that he and Marry Jiang are not real boyfriends or girlfriends today.

He wants to make himself act.

After all, the two are not real boyfriends and girlfriends. If something really
happens in the end, it is not just one side that will be hurt.

“Dad, I know what to do, and I will find time to tell mom clearly.”

“Well, you don’t want to be an innocent girl. In fact, I also think Marry is a good
boy. If you are willing to take care of her, it would be nice to turn her into our
Xiao family.”

Turn Marry Jiang into the Xiao family?

Phillip had never thought about it, but now that he thought about it, he didn’t
have much resistance in his heart. Could it be that Marry Jiang was actually
not bad when he got along during this period of time?

But this cannot be a reason for two people to be together.

Phillip didn’t answer any more, and Xiao Mingzhi didn’t impose his will on him
again.



On the other side, Liang Ya and Marry Jiang even added WeChat, chatting
every day, Liang Yahe completely regarded Marry Jiang as her future
daughter-in-law, so during this time she completely regarded her as herself.
His biological daughter is watching.

All sorts of saying that Phillip is not good, and secretly saying that Phillip is
practical and reliable, and that it is a good choice to marry him.

Marry Jiang actually understood everything, but she was embarrassed to
explain. After all, she was going to be a shield for others, so she could only
keep smiling.

After that, Marry Jiang arranged for her uncle to meet Phillip.

Marry Jiang didn’t go there on the day of the meeting, so she doesn’t know
how the two of them talked. In short, her mother didn’t call to bother her
anymore, and Marry Jiang also fell clean.

However, Liang Yahe kept pulling her.

“Phillip’s cousin got married this week, will you go with Phillip?”

“What?”

Suddenly received the news, Marry Jiang was a little caught off guard, and
went to attend her cousin’s wedding with Phillip?

Cousin, that’s the brother from Uncle Xiao’s house.

If such a close relative followed him to participate, wouldn’t it be equivalent to
publicly telling everyone that they are boy and girl friends?

However, they are not real boyfriends and girlfriends.



So Marry Jiang did not immediately agree, and asked Phillip about his
situation at night when he returned home.

She wanted to know what Phillip thought, would he agree to take her with
him?

Chapter 1383
“wedding?”

Phillip just frowned at first, then let go, “If you want to participate, you can go.”

Nani?

Can she go if she wants to participate? Does he know what happened now?

“Then what, do you know that your mother is very satisfied with me now, and
will come to stay with me every day, I feel that she completely believes that I
am her future daughter-in-law.”

Things are a bit big, she didn’t expect it.

Originally it was just one block, but who knew it would be like this now.

“Ok, I know.”

In fact, Phillip hadn’t figured out how to deal with it. Did he tell his mother that
they were not boyfriends and girlfriends, or that they broke up?

“What do you think now?”

Before making a decision, Phillip decided to ask Marry Jiang’s opinion.



Marry Jiang was asked by him so, and suddenly realized that he hadn’t
thought about it, because she and Liang Yahe had been getting along quite
happily recently, so she subconsciously said: “I don’t care, it’s just a wedding
anyway, just treat it as it is. Go to play. But if you are worried, I will refuse
auntie.”

“If you want to play, then go.” Phillip directly finalized it: “It’s almost the
wedding. I will trouble you for the last time. When the wedding comes back, I
will tell her clearly.”

Marry Jiang was stunned for a moment, then nodded, “Okay.”

She understood what Phillip said. It was to attend the wedding first. After the
wedding came back, he would confess the relationship between the two with
her mother. Then…she might not live here again.

“But I confess that it’s just my business, you can still find me if you have any
needs.”

Marry Jiang twitched her lips, “Okay, I see.”

There was a long silence between the two, and Marry Jiang stood up: “Then
say so, I will go to sleep first.”

“Ok.”

The guest room was cleaned up, and Marry Jiang had been sleeping there
recently.

After returning to the room, Marry Jiang sank into the quilt, not knowing why,
she was a little gloomy.



She has always been sensible, so she is also very clear at this time that her
mood is gloomy because of Phillip’s words. She was very happy when she
heard Liang Yahe invited her to go.

But now, her mood has become like a cloudy sky.

After thinking about it, Marry Jiang took out the phone and sent a message to
Tangtang.

“I think I have something wrong recently.”

Sugar cube sugar: “?”

“Please correct your attitude, I’m really something wrong.”

Sugar cube: “Why did you go crazy at night? Is it because of Phillip?”

Seeing Phillip’s name, Marry Jiang felt a little bad in an instant. Why can sugar
cubes be guessed at once? Is she acting so obvious?

“Ah, why don’t you talk? Did I get it right? You said you liked him before, you
still don’t believe it, you have to quibble with me!”

Do you like him?

Marry Jiang thought it was impossible, but she was in a weird mood today,
even she herself didn’t know what was going on, and there seemed to be
nothing special about getting along during this time.

“Dislike.”

Thinking of this, Marry Jiang directly denied, “I really don’t like him.”



“Okay, you don’t like him, okay? Then you say something is wrong with you?”

“I…” Marry Jiang couldn’t say it again, with a terrible headache.

“Look at you, dead Tsundere, you just have a good impression of others, don’t
you really say, that Phillip looks pretty good-looking, if it weren’t for me to have
a male god, I have been with such a man day and night for a long time. I can’t
help but feel good about him.”

Hearing this, Marry Jiang narrowed her eyes, “Are you trying to say that I have
been in love with him for a long time?”

“Yeah, don’t you think this is possible? If it’s not for a long time to be in love,
why are you so anxious, Marry, just answer honestly if you want to be with him
in the future?”

With Phillip?

Soon Marry Jiang thought of the woman in her heart and shook her head
suddenly: “I don’t want to.”

She once said that she would not like a man with another woman in his heart.
Isn’t this purely seeking abuse for herself?

“Don’t want to? Really don’t?”

“Ok.”

“Then I advise you to move out quickly.” After Fang Tangtang confirmed Marry
Jiang’s ideas again and again, he persuaded him bitterly: “If you don’t move
out, you will like him more and more if this continues. When you can’t call
yourself, you’re done.”



When unable to dial?

Marry Jiang smiled helplessly: “I don’t think I will have such a day, don’t worry,
but I will consider what you said. We are not really boy and girl friends, so it is
really not good to live together. “

“You know it, I’m afraid you can’t figure it out, and I can’t comfort you when
you are sad.”

“Do not worry.”

After hanging up the phone, Marry Jiang turned over, looked at the quiet night
outside the window, and slowly closed her eyes.

Wait a minute, after attending his cousin’s wedding this time, just as he said,
and after returning, tell his mother clearly. And she also made it clear to her
family. Anyway, I have had enough leisure time for a while, and blind dates are
blind dates. She doesn’t believe it. Will she not be in a good time?

After making up his mind, Marry Jiang didn’t struggle anymore, and soon fell
asleep.

Xu Yanwan’s schedule was quickly written out. She finished it after several
days and nights. She had done it many times and repaired it many times, and
finally decided that there was no problem before handing it over to Victor Han.

Then Victor Han had no objections, and the plan to help her rebuild the Xu
family began like this.

“I’ll make it clear first.” Xu Yanwan said one word, looking at Victor Han
calmly: “Although I accept your help, Xu Yanwan is not the kind of person who
accepts gifts from others in vain. You will help me now. When the company is
established, you are the company’s largest shareholder.”



Hearing that, Victor Han frowned: “No.”

“I know that with the current scale of the Han Group, I must be attracted to my
small company, but how do you know that I am a small company now and will
not be a big company in the future? The previous Xu family did not lose at all.
To the Han family.”

This Victor Han knew, and he knew the talents of the Xu family.

He didn’t see the meaning clearly.

“So don’t rush to refuse now.”

“Misunderstanding.” Victor Han stared at her lightly and said, “It’s not that I
look down on the shares of small companies, but I don’t want to have too
much intersection with you.”

The unexpected sentence made Xu Yanwan white her lips, and she looked up
at Victor Han incredulously.

“Before, because of rumors, my fiancée almost left me, so I will not interact
with any woman except her in the future. So I don’t have any opinions on your
company, I hope you can understand.”

Understanding?

Xu Yanwan’s lips trembled, “Fiancée? Have you proposed marriage?”

“Yeah.” Victor Han nodded: “When the wedding date is set, welcome to have a
wedding wine.”

Chapter 1384



When she left the office, Xu Yanwan was totally devastated.

She still had the document in her hand. She didn’t look ahead at all when she
walked. She didn’t pay attention to the elevator going up and down, and the
elevator door opening and closing. Only Victor Han asked her to have a
wedding drink in her mind.

Why, why is it so fast?

She has already promised to revive the Xu family, can’t she give her time?
Haven’t the two of them been together for long? Why did you propose to
marry me?

Xu Yanwan’s brain was in a mess, thinking that Jessica looked very hostile
that day, she found it hard to breathe. Why was this?

If they are really married, what will she do?

What else does she think about in the future?

Recently, Jessica relied on the diamond ring in her hand to feed several dog
food to the helping staff in the store.

And the old customers who often visit the ramen restaurant saw her serving
dishes, wearing a diamond ring on their finger, and couldn’t help but ask her.

Then Jessica couldn’t help but blush every time and couldn’t help laughing.

Several employees laughed and discussed at the back.

“You found Muyou? Since Jessica wears a diamond ring on her hand, she has
become more and more beautiful. Has Muyou? It is said that love can nourish



women and make women more beautiful. I didn’t believe it before, but now I
believe now! Sister Jessica’s face is almost radiant recently.”

“Well, that diamond ring is so flashy, I’m so sour, and Jessica’s male basin is
friendly and handsome, I heard that she is still the president of the group,
what is this extraordinary life?”

“Stop talking, I’m so sour, today is another day to be a lemon juice girl.”

“If you stop chatting like this, you will deduct your wages.”

When Jessica opened the curtain and came in, she just heard them
discussing their own affairs, so she deliberately lowered her voice and
frightened them fiercely.

These people have been here to help her for a long time, knowing that
Jessica is so easy to get along with, and they won’t really deduct their wages.

“So I am not afraid of Jessica, and even teased in front of her.”

“Sister Jessica, a woman in love can’t be so temperamental, and are you
willing to deduct our wages? We all bless you very much.”

“Yeah, yes, by the way, Jessica, the diamond ring is all there, and the wedding
should not be far away? When will you get married? Can the people in our
shop have a holiday to attend the wedding together?”

Well, even though they still didn’t mention the wedding, Jessica still nodded:
“Of course, I will tell you when the date is set, I will give you three days off at
that time, and then invite you to the wedding, how about? “

“Ah, long live Sister Jessica!”



“Thank you, Sister Jessica!”

A group of people cheered and worked harder.

It has been many days since Stella learned that Jessica was proposed. She
was still a little worried because of the last time, and Jessica hadn’t contacted
her for a long time, so she came to the store to find Jessica herself.

When she saw Stella, Jessica suddenly felt bad, and her conscience was too
guilty.

Stella had already seen the diamond ring in her hand, and then narrowed her
eyes.

“Okay, it’s all done quietly now. I, my sister and best friend, don’t have the
right to know, right?”

Jessica hurriedly ran to hold her hand and said something to save her.

“No, no, it’s just too late to tell you, I forgot.”

“Oh.” Stella said blankly: “Is this the so-called seeing and forgetting friends? If
you have a man, you don’t want good sisters?”

“Stella!” Jessica hurriedly called her name, “Don’t despise me anymore, and
when you were with Mr. Walter, you didn’t often ignore me.”

Hearing, Stella raised her eyebrows: “So you are deliberately taking revenge
on me?”

Jessica was so shocked by her that she didn’t know what to say, and Stella
smiled and stopped teasing her when she saw her crying in a hurry.



“Okay, I’ll be joking with you, are you? How come this is now? Could it be that
I was spoiled by my brother?”

Jessica blushed and did not answer her words.

But at this time, the little bean sprout in Stella’s arms giggled, and a pair of
little hands were waving wildly.

Soon, Jessica’s attention was completely attracted by the small bean sprouts.
The small bean sprouts have been several months old. At this moment, the
two of them are looking at each other. Her pair of dark and bright eyes are
staring directly at Xiao. Yan Kan, after looking at it for a while, he smiled to
himself.

“This kid.” Stella shook her head helplessly, “I always feel that all my IQ is
given to Levi beans, and the only thing left for small bean sprouts is to be
dumb.”

Jessica hugged the small bean sprouts, and the small bean sprouts didn’t
make a fuss. The white little fist gently hit her chest, and her whole heart
suddenly became soft.

Why is it so cute? Oh, she really wants a daughter too.

However, it seems that Levi is also very cute and wants a son.

Well, after thinking about it, Jessica felt that he was still like Stella. Her
husband’s son had a daughter, so that his brother could take good care of and
pet his sister.

It was so happily decided.

Jessica made the decision secretly in her heart, completely forgetting that it is
not her own decision to have boys and girls.



Stella found that Jessica’s expression on holding a small bean sprout was
similar to that of a mother, and couldn’t help teasing her.

“You like small bean sprouts so much, so hurry up and marry my brother and
give birth to one yourself.”

“Cough.” Jessica coughed lightly, and then said: “Let’s watch again when the
time comes. Anyway, I haven’t given birth yet, so I will hold your little bean
sprout.”

“If you don’t get married, it will be too late.”

Stella stared at her funny, reminded.

After all, last time she accompanied her to the hospital for a check-up, Jessica
was already pregnant at the time, and now more than half a month has
passed. If she doesn’t hurry up to hold the wedding, she will not be able to
wear the wedding dress.

Jessica blushed and said, “Don’t tell me, I’ll watch it anyway. If you really can’t
wear a wedding dress, then don’t hold the wedding.”

“You haven’t said anything about your pregnancy yet?”

Jessica nodded.

“Why?”

“Also, I haven’t found a suitable opportunity yet.”

“It’s been so long, haven’t you found the right opportunity? Then what
opportunity do you think is right?”



Jessica was a little bit heartbroken, she also wanted to know, originally
wanted to tell him as a birthday present on Victor Han’s birthday, who knew he
was not a birthday.

Then there have been no good days recently, and she didn’t know how she
became hypocritical.

She wanted to tell him on a certain day that she didn’t succeed, but now she
can’t say it suddenly.

“Hey, I knew that you might as well tell him when you got the results that day,
and you don’t have to delay it until now. Isn’t it impossible to tell? How about I
say it for you?”

“No, no!” Jessica stopped her, “how can this be? I should find the opportunity
to say it myself.”

“Then you can hurry up, the wedding will not be finalized?”

Chapter 1385
“I, I haven’t agreed to his marriage proposal yet.”

“Tsk.” Stella looked at the diamond ring in her hand jokingly, “The rings are all
on, why are you still hypocritical? Don’t you like my brother very much?”

“Yeah, but… who made him almost engaged to other women before? It would
be nice if I could forgive him!”

Hearing, the smile on Stella’s face faded a bit.

“You knew already.”



Jessica looked at her in shock.

“What do you mean Stella, you didn’t know about this long ago? Why didn’t
you tell me?”

“The reason for not telling you is very simple. My brother sees you as the only
one, so I don’t think there is any need to tell you to make you worry. And I
talked to Xu Yanwan at that time, she actually already acquiesced that my
brother has a girl. Regarding friends, I also think she shouldn’t do anything.
But now it seems that I was thinking wrong.”

Xu Yanwan is not a bad person.

But based on her attitude that day when the two of them were chatting, Stella
felt that she might not be a good person in the face of feelings.

Many people’s three views, including the world view, are correct.

But once it touches on emotional matters, it is easy to become irrational,
because at this time, all emotions and limbs will break through some secular
constraints.

But as long as you don’t destroy others, you can love and do whatever you
want.

Others are not qualified to make irresponsible remarks to this person. This is
the most basic respect.

However, Victor Han has a girlfriend, and Xu Yanwan clearly knows that if she
chooses to do something to destroy the other party at this time, it is a moral
issue.

“Right.” Jessica thought of a very important thing: “The day I left, she sent me
a WeChat.”



“WeChat? What WeChat?”

“The content she told me at the time was this, saying that although she had a
marriage contract with Victor Han before, it is me who is with Victor Han now,
so Victor Han will be responsible for me.”

Stella: “…”

Look at what this said, but it is too white lotus.

Stella didn’t know that Xu Yanwan had such a hand. The breath and attitude
she felt from Xu Yanwan when she met for the first time was completely
different from the breath she felt when she met again that day.

Between good and evil?

Stella became thoughtful.

“Stella, I don’t know if I’m careful, but I think what she said has ulterior
motives, and she was sitting in your brother’s co-pilot that day. Although she
used to have friendship with your Han family, I really I don’t like her, and I
don’t want to be friends with her.”

“Yeah.” Stella nodded: “If you don’t like it, don’t be friends with her. If she
makes you unhappy, then you make her unhappy too. It’s fair.”

“It’s okay if you don’t blame me. I’m afraid that if the relationship between your
two families becomes stale because of me, then I will…” She didn’t say
anything further, but Stella also understood what Jessica meant. .

She patted Jessica on the cheek: “Don’t worry, if something really happens, I
will take care of it for you. Moreover, the friendship of the previous generation
is basically not so much friendship in our generation. Okay, it’s not that the Xu



family is kind to our Han family. If she doesn’t do some strange things, then
the two should not have sex.”

Jessica nodded then.

The next day, Victor Han came to pick Jessica to make a custom wedding
dress.

It was not stated clearly at the beginning, but Victor Han didn’t say it was the
wedding dress until Jessica asked.

As soon as Jessica heard that he was going to take her to customize the
wedding dress, her fair face immediately turned red, “I, I haven’t told you that I
promised, why did you take me to customize the wedding dress?”

“It’s not bad.” Victor Han looked at her with a faint smile: “Anyway, I’m not in a
hurry. I will measure the size and look at the style. As for the answer, you can
think about it slowly.

Jessica was speechless for a moment.

Before, she clearly said not to let him wait too long, and after a few days, she
didn’t say rush.

Oh, man.

“Why are you going back and forth than their women!”

“Okay.” Jessica shrugged indifferently: “Since you are not in a hurry, then I will
slowly think about it, how long it takes to customize the wedding dress? Or
just think of that time.”



In fact, this sentence was arrogant, and Victor Han also heard it, and it was
not far from the traffic light.

After the car stopped and waited for the red light, Victor Han leaned towards
her.

“Are you angry? Didn’t you say you want to think slowly?”

Jessica was shocked when she saw him suddenly leaning forward, and when
he saw the red light, there were still more than fifty seconds left. What was he
planning to do? Want to explain this to yourself?

She hadn’t answered yet, and Victor Han moved closer.

“Or promise to forget it now?”

Jessica pouted, “You just said that you weren’t anxious. It made me think
slowly, but now you let me agree? It’s beautiful.”

“Anyway, I will marry me sooner or later, it doesn’t matter if I don’t want to.”

Jessica was a little embarrassed when she stared at him like this, and snorted
again, and said proudly: “Who will marry you sooner or later? Cheeky.”

Seeing Victor Han’s face getting closer and closer, Jessica blinked and
reminded him: “It’s red light time.”

Victor Han looked sideways, and it was time to see the red light.

Then he reluctantly retracted his body and continued to drive.

Twenty minutes later, the car arrived at the bridal shop



Originally, he came to see the custom-made models, but after Jessica entered
the bridal shop, she was directly fascinated by the many styles in it, and then
she couldn’t walk, and stood there for a while and watched.

Victor Han, who was standing beside her, leaned down directly to her ears,
and whispered: “I can’t walk when I see the wedding dress, and you don’t
want to marry me?”

Jessica was choked by these words and almost choked on her own saliva.

She raised her eyes and exchanged a glance with Victor Han, and then
replied: “If you like wedding dresses, it doesn’t mean that you want to marry
you.”

After that, she stopped looking at these wedding dresses, and threw Victor
Han away and walked inside.

Victor Han looked at the awkward little girl, and just about to catch up, the
phone rang, and the soft color in his eyes disappeared instantly when he saw
the note of the call. He pursed his thin lips for a moment before answering the
phone.

“Hey?”

“I’m sorry Victor Han, I don’t want to bother you at this time, but the company
has some problems contacting here, so…”

Xu Yanwan’s tone sounded embarrassing, a little embarrassing and a little
helpless.

Hearing, Victor Han raised her eyebrows slightly, “Call you when I’m done.”



After speaking, he had to hang up, but at this time, Xu Yanwan heard very
messy background music, which seemed to be the sound of a few people
arguing loudly.

Xu Yanwan sighed: “I have been persuading them for a long time, but they
have been arguing, probably because I am helpless now, there is no one in
the Xu family, so I don’t have any authority to speak.”

Victor Han looked at Jessica who was walking in front, pursed his lips, and
finally said in a cold voice: “With your ability, if you can’t hold down such small
things, you will have to suffer more in the future.”

Suddenly hearing Victor Han say this, Xu Yanwan felt her heart was about to
break, but she soon pulled her lips and smiled helplessly.

Shouldn’t it be known long ago? He has always been cold and cold towards
her, not half warm at all.

Chapter 1386
At the beginning, there was still some affection for the old friend.

After the fiancée incident, the little love between the two who grew up together
as a child seems to have disappeared together.

He minds her approach now.

Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan closed her eyes in pain, but she couldn’t hear the
joy or anger in her voice: “You’re right, I didn’t think about it. Excuse me, I
hang up first.”

Victor Han cut off the phone and put away the phone.



As he walked over, Jessica glanced at him subconsciously.

“Who is calling you?”

“Xu Yanwan.”

Jessica choked, Xu Yanwan? What did she call him for?

Hasn’t she given up yet? Do you want to continue doing something?

Seeing the little girl in front of him staring straight at her, his energetic eyes
filled with question marks, Victor Han couldn’t help but lift his lips, stick his
hand out and press her head gently. Rubbed it.

“If you want to ask, just ask, why don’t you ask?”

Jessica slapped his hand dissatisfiedly, “What? Shouldn’t you take the
initiative to report it?”

Report?

The first time he heard this word from Jessica, Victor Han was in a daze, and
suddenly he felt that he was being supervised. But this feeling made him feel
very warm and at ease.

There is a kind of feeling like a family.

Thinking of this, Victor Han moved forward a few minutes, and quickly
stretched out his hand to circle the neck of the little girl in front of him.

The distance between the two suddenly narrowed, and Jessica was startled,
staring at Victor Han with wide eyes.



She could feel Victor Han’s warm palms rubbing gently on the back of her
neck. He lowered his head and brought his forehead close to her, and said
dumbly: “She called and said that there was a problem with the company, and
I let her solve it by herself. “

Hearing, Jessica blinked, and suddenly realized that Victor Han was really
reporting to her.

She was a little dumb: “I, I’m just talking about it, why are you…”

Victor Han laughed softly: “Don’t you let me report? I think you still promised
me earlier, so you can take care of me earlier, huh?”

“Who cares about you, think beautifully?” Jessica pushed him away and
walked inside again.

At this time, the staff finally invited the person in charge.

When the person in charge saw Victor Han came over to say hello.

“Mr. Victor.”

“Ok.”

The person in charge followed Victor Han’s gaze and looked at Jessica who
was looking at the wedding dress next to him, showing a signature smile:
“Presumably this is Mrs. Han.”

Mrs. Han…

Jessica blushed when she heard this call, and she almost floated up.



This was probably something she hadn’t thought about in her life, and she
would become Mrs. Han one day.

Victor Han’s woman.

The villain in Jessica’s heart had already floated to the sky, but it didn’t show
up at all.

Victor Han nodded, and said, “Take a look at the customized style.”

“Okay Mr. Victor, everything is ready inside. Mr. Victor and Mrs. Han come
with me.”

Jessica walked in next to Victor Han, and the sentence of Mrs. Han kept
reverberating in her mind.

In fact, the staff has already called once during the previous tour, but the
meaning of that time is different from this time.

Therefore, Jessica’s mood is different for the two titles.

As she walked, she asked, “Aren’t we buying these outside styles? I think
these are pretty pretty.”

Victor Han took her hand, her eyes petting: “Silly girl, there is better in there.”

“Oh oh.”

After she saw the customized style, Jessica knew that Victor Han hadn’t lied
to her. Although the outside style is already very beautiful, the inside
customized style is even better.



The whole room is full of wedding dresses, which makes people feel like they
are in a gorgeous dream. Faced with such a scene, Jessica suddenly feels
unreal.

Like a dream but not a dream, she reached out and pinched herself, grinning
in pain.

It turned out to be true.

“Mrs. Han, these are all customized styles, but these are some templates. You
can choose first. The selected styles will be tailored for you by a dedicated
designer. You can also have new ideas. Talk to the designer.”

Is there a template so soon?

Jessica only heard the word “expensive” from his words, but getting married is
only once in a lifetime, and it doesn’t matter if you wear it more expensively.

So Jessica went to see the wedding dress slowly, with Victor Han
accompanied by her.

But soon, Victor Han’s cell phone rang again.

This time, he frowned deeply after he answered the phone.

Jessica chose a style very much, and was about to ask Victor Han’s opinion,
only to find that he was frowning with his mobile phone.

She felt that something was wrong at once, and walked to him and asked.

“What happened?”



Victor Han pursed his thin lips, stared at her for a long time, and then said, “I
might have to go to the hospital.”

“Huh?” Jessica didn’t understand what he meant by this sentence, thinking
about it, the expression on her face became anxious: “Are you feeling sick?
Are you going to the hospital?”

“No.” Victor Han denied. “It was the other side who called and said that there
was a problem with Xu Yanwan’s company. There was a fight, and there was
blood.”

Hearing, Jessica was shocked, and she understood everything when she
looked at Victor Han’s expression. Although she felt a little bitter, she still
smiled and said, “Then what are you waiting for? Go to the hospital, I Here
alone…”

Before she finished speaking, Victor Han held her waist.

“You go with me.”

Jessica was stunned, staring at him blankly, and going with him?

“Does it fit?”

She asked suspiciously.

“It’s almost Mrs. Han. What’s wrong with going with me?”

“But…” Jessica hesitated a little.

“If you don’t accompany me, do you feel at ease? That woman covets your
man, so let me go by myself?”



Jessica was speechless for a moment, but she didn’t expect him to say such a
thing. But what she said reminded him, how could something happen?
Couldn’t she, a daughter of the Xu family, handle such things?

If you can’t figure out that something happens every time, should Victor Han
handle it every time?

Thinking of this, Jessica realized that Xu Yanwan might really not give up
Victor Han.

Yes, how can anyone give up so easily?

She should have felt it the last time she was sitting on the co-pilot and
flaunting her strength.

Thinking of this, Jessica nodded vigorously: “You are right, I can’t let others
covet you, then I’ll go with you and stare at you.”

“Ok.”

“The wedding dress side…”

“The matter is resolved, we will come back, anyway, there is still time.”

“Okay.”

Originally Jessica thought he would leave, and then left him alone to watch it
here, but she didn’t expect that he actually proposed to take her with him, but
she didn’t refuse it.

Then let her follow to see how Xu Yanwan was injured in the hospital. Is she
really cruel to herself?



The result of the facts proved that Xu Yanwan was really cruel to herself.

Because she was seriously injured.

Chapter 1387
When Jessica and Victor Han entered the ward together, they saw the
appearance of Xu Yanwan’s bandaged head. The white gauze was still
bloodshot, sitting there lifelessly.

She was wearing the blue hospital gown, and the large medical gown
wrapped her petite body inside, exposing white and delicate bones, looking
soft and weak, and in need of love.

Hearing the footsteps, she raised her head and looked at the door.

Jessica saw her eyes clearly.

At first, her eyes were full of expectation. When she saw Victor Han, the light
in her eyes increased a lot, but soon her eyes touched her again, and then the
light in her eyes disappeared.

The speed is very fast. If she hadn’t been staring since entering the ward, she
might not have found it.

Jessica didn’t know how to describe her feelings. She had also visited Xu
Yanwan in the hospital before. At that time, she took care of her as a friend
and gave her food or something.

But now, my mood is a bit subtle.

Not only Xu Yanwan was in the ward, but there were also some company
managers. Jessica looked around, and actually saw Su Jiu.



Did she show up too?

It seems that Victor Han still pays attention to the friendship between the two
families, otherwise Su Jiu would not send him to help.

Jessica felt a little uncomfortable, but she didn’t show it at all on her face. She
stayed obediently by Victor Han’s side.

“What’s the matter?” Victor Han glanced at Xu Yanwan who was on the
hospital bed, then turned to Su Jiu next to him and asked.

Su Jiu reluctantly explained: “There was a dispute and Miss Xu persuaded
him in the process of pushing, but they quarreled so fiercely that they
accidentally pushed Miss Xu and bumped her head.”

If it weren’t for seeing the blood, it is estimated that the group would still be
unable to stop.

After Xu Yanwan saw the blood, they all stopped, and then came to the
hospital together. They were all afraid of what would happen, and they would
have to take responsibility.

Hearing, Victor Han’s expression cooled down, and he looked at the senior
leaders.

“A group of managers will fight if they don’t agree with each other?”

Facing Victor Han’s oppression, a group of people did not dare to speak for a
moment.

Although Victor Han is younger than many of them, he is a high-ranking king
for many years, and his aura and momentum are completely overwhelming
them. If it is Victor Han, then his words must be the same.



But against Xu Yanwan, especially a helpless person, there will always be
less respect, more self-confidence and pride.

“Everyone, you have a word and I have a lot of differences. A bunch of big
lords are surging, and it is inevitable to start. Then Xu Yanwan went to
persuade her to fight, and she naturally suffered.”

“Think about how to make up later, let’s go out first.”

A group of people left the ward. Su Jiu looked back at Xu Yanwan who was
sitting on the bed, and then walked to Victor Han’s side, “Mr. Victor, I want to
explain to you something about the company.”

“Ok.”

Victor Han glanced at Jessica, Jessica immediately said, “Go, I’ll look after Xu
Yanwan here.”

After everyone went out, there were only two people left in the ward.

Xu Yanwan and Zhou Jessica.

The ward was quiet, and no one spoke first.

After a while, Xu Yanwan finally raised her head to look at Xiang Jessica, her
eyes touching the shiny diamond ring in her hand.

Although she had learned that, seeing her wearing a diamond ring on her
hand, Xu Yanwan’s heart was still cut with a knife.

After a long while, Xu Yanwan pulled her lips and smiled bitterly:
“Congratulations.”



Hearing that, Jessica was startled. She didn’t expect that she would say
congratulations to her. She didn’t want to talk to her when she stayed here,
but now she took the initiative to speak to herself, so would she have to
respond?

Thinking of this, Jessica pursed her red lips, and only replied after a long
while: “Thank you.”

Xu Yanwan sat there curled up, looking very thin and white. She looked at
Jessica with a lonely expression, and suddenly said: “I still envy you. You
already know what happened between me and him? Actually last time. The
message I sent you was really unintentional, including the co-pilot incident. I
didn’t mean it. I didn’t know Victor Han was going to pick you up. If I knew, I
wouldn’t be sitting there. There.”

Ok?

Listening to these explanations, Jessica was puzzled. Why did she explain
these to her?

So Jessica frowned, “But it’s true that you like Victor Han?”

Xu Yanwan paused, then nodded.

“Yes, I like him. No, to be precise, I love him. I have known him since I was a
child. In my opinion, he is the person I want to marry when I grow up. After so
many years, I am completely I treat him as my future husband. I know that
sometimes what I do may be a bit extreme, but can you understand me? I
thought it was always mine, and suddenly one day he is not mine. This is very
big Can you understand the sense of gap?”

Jessica didn’t speak.



“What happened last time was that I was wrong, but now you are together
after all, and I have nothing to say. I have nothing now. I just want to revitalize
the Xu family. You…don’t treat me as an enemy in the future. ?”

Enemy?

Jessica looked at Xu Yanwan in front of him for a long time, then raised her
lips and smiled.

“That’s what you want to say?”

“If you think that I treat you as an enemy and want to persuade me, then I will
try to persuade you not to waste my energy.”

Jessica spoke again, the expression on his face became a little cold.

“As long as you like Victor Han all day, then as his girlfriend, we are rivals,
aren’t we? I think Miss Xu’s tolerance is not broad enough to not hate me, or
even be good friends with me. Besides, it’s no good to be good friends
forcibly. We are not all the same. Besides, you don’t need to apologize to me
because I smashed you that day. Finally, Victor Han has made it clear to you,
you There was no marriage contract with him, everything was just what you
thought, so he was never yours, but you thought it yourself, so forgive me for
not understanding you.”

After she finished speaking, she succeeded in seeing Xu Yanwan’s face
change. Her cheeks that had been pale because of her injury became paler
now, as if she had been bullied.

Seeing the blood oozing out of the piece of gauze wrapped in her forehead,
Jessica pursed her lips, eh? What people say is also the number of illness, is
she saying that the other party is too much?



Keke, forget it, what about the sick number? Is the sick number not a rival in
love? She also said those high-sounding words that made her dislike it.

Maybe it was her own narrow-mindedness, anyway, Jessica didn’t think she
was a kind, and she didn’t want to be a Virgin.

Too much is too good.

Xu Yanwan did not speak any more, just sat there pale, looking very pitiful and
helpless.

As a woman, Jessica felt that Xu Yanwan looked very affectionate in this way,
and even a man could not help but feel pity when she saw it.

But for Victor Han, she felt that Victor Han was not the kind of person who
would be seduced by beauty.

So rest assured.

Chapter 1388
Soon, Victor Han resolved the matter and returned, and Jessica also sat down
on the chair next to him.

The ward was quiet.

Xu Yanwan raised her head and looked at Victor Han.

“Actually, you don’t have to come here specially. The hospital has everything,
well-equipped facilities, and professional staff. You should go back soon?”

Victor Han pursed his lips and walked in front of her, staring at her wound for
a while, and said coldly: “If you encounter this kind of thing in the future, you’d



better stay away. If you can’t solve it, you should call the police. There is no
need to move forward by myself, the injury is more serious, how can I confess
to the dead Uncle Xu and Aunt Xu?”

Xu Yanwan was taken aback by what he said, her eyes dropped.

“Sorry, I didn’t mean it.”

Jessica listened quietly without speaking. She took out her phone and looked
through boredly.

“I saw them arguing all the time, and their brains rushed up. I didn’t expect
such a thing to happen. If I had known that it would bring you over this trouble,
I would not have gone up.”

Having said this, Xu Yanwan raised her hand to caress her forehead, and
smiled helplessly: “The doctor also said just now that if my wound is not
properly healed, it may still have scars.”

Scars?

Jessica glanced at her forehead. If a scar is left on her forehead, it seems to
be an unacceptable thing for girls.

Thinking of this, Jessica felt a little sympathetic when she saw her eyes.

Hey, her sympathy suddenly overflowed.

She had known that she didn’t bully her so hard just now. Well, Jessica
decided that if next time she provoked herself, or said some high-sounding
words in front of her, she would gently bully her!



“Do you have other things?” Xu Yanwan smiled, with a gentle and pleasant
appearance: “I can stay here by myself. You can go ahead and don’t stay with
me here.”

Victor Han looked at Xu Yanwan and was silent for a while, then suddenly
took out his mobile phone and went out to make a call.

Lin Xuzheng was a little surprised when he received the call from Victor Han.

“A rare guest, I have only called me once in the past few years. What is it
about calling me this time?”

“Xu Yanwan was injured and went to the hospital.”

Hearing Xu Yanwan’s name, Lin Xuzheng was stunned, then raised his
eyebrows as if thinking of something: “Oh, so?”

“Did you spoil her very much when you were young?” Victor Han frowned.

Lin Xuzheng: “It was when she was a child, when she was a little girl, what
happened to me as a brother to pet her? Now she is no longer a little girl, why
do you tell me?”

Victor Han pursed his thin lips and did not speak. Did he make the wrong call?

Seeing him not speaking, Lin Xuzheng said: “What? You were her brother
when you were young? Why don’t you take care of her when she was injured
in the hospital?”

“Yan Yan is here.”

In these five words, Lin Xuzheng understood Victor Han’s meaning. He was
stunned first, and then laughed low.



“Okay, you are finally getting rid of it. I thought you would stay with Jessica
and Xu Yanwan. Have you finally realized something recently?”

Awareness?

Victor Han asked subconsciously: “What?”

“Xu Yanwan likes you. She has been following you since she was a child. You
didn’t find you cold to her, but does this girl still like to stick to you?”

Victor Han: “…”

“Did not notice.”

With these three words, Lin Xuzheng immediately accepted, “What you said is
too sad, people chasing you for so long, you actually said that you didn’t pay
attention, no matter how cold-hearted, it’s not like this, Victor Han? “

Victor Han said nothing.

“Forget it, just treat it as I owe you, which hospital?”

When Lin Xuzheng came, Xu Yanwan’s face and eyes changed when she
saw him. She felt as if she had been humiliated, but she was so suffocated
that she couldn’t say a word. She bit her lower lip and looked down. On his
knees.

Hold it back, she will hold it back.

There is nothing to be angry about.

After Lin Xuzheng came, Jessica was also quite surprised, and greeted him.



“Big Brother Lin.”

Lin Xuzheng waved his hand casually: “Let’s go, just have me here.”

Jessica also reacted at this time. Victor Han actually called her just now. She
was still thinking about how long she would stay here, but she didn’t expect it
to be resolved so soon.

After leaving the hospital, Jessica grabbed Victor Han’s hand and asked in a
low voice.

“Is it okay to let Brother Lin stay there like this? Will Brother Lin think you are
not loyal? Will Xu Yanwan hate you?”

After several questions in a row, Victor Han gave her a helpless look: “You
hate it, then you hate it.”

Jessica replied secretly in her heart, it is probably impossible to hate him. If
she wants to vent her emotions, the object should be herself.

After all, she came with Victor Han, Xu Yanwan should hate her.

“Go back and continue to look at the wedding dress, let’s go.”

“Are we a bit ruthless like this? After all, she is now injured and lying in it.”

“Then go back?”

“You dare!”

Victor Han smiled, “Is that going back or to see the wedding dress?”



“Look at the wedding dress!” Jessica resolutely said: “Just treat me as a bad
woman. I don’t want to see you stay with her, she covets you!”

“Well, I think so too.” Victor Han stretched out his hand and squeezed her
cheek, “You will avoid her in the future.”

“Oh, good.”

The two walked away together.

In the ward, Xu Yanwan leaned quietly on her lap, desperate in her heart. Lin
Xu was sitting on the side looking at her.

After a while, Xu Yanwan raised her head and glanced at Lin Xuzheng.

“You go.”

Lin Xuzheng raised his eyebrows.

Xu Yanwan knew what he was thinking, so she was not polite and tactful. “I
know you were forced to come. You don’t need to stay here. This is a hospital.
Naturally there are nurses watching me. Go back.”

“Really?” Lin Xu was sitting upright and smiling: “It’s impossible for a nurse to
look at you all the time. If you think it’s inconvenient for me to look at you as a
man, I will find a caregiver for you?”

“No need!” Xu Yanwan said hostilely and refused Lin Xuzheng, then she
looked at him sideways: “You know what I’m thinking, he found you, I don’t
want to see you, OK. Right?”

“Tsk tsk.”



Lin Xuzheng shook his head and said with a smile: “You girl, how did I treat
you when I was a child, you forgot? Now because of a man, I don’t want to
see the big brother who took care of you a lot when I was young?”

Hearing, Xu Yanwan did not answer, and she was silent for a long time before
speaking again.

“You’re right, I’m sorry… I was too much just now. I apologize to Brother Lin.”

At this point, Xu Yanwan’s eyes turned red. She actually wanted to find
someone to talk to, but she didn’t have anyone to talk to. Her parents were
gone, and she hadn’t made half of her friends before. The thing is that there is
no one who speaks.

She was very happy that Victor Han came today, but he brought Jessica with
him, and then left soon.

Finally, Lin Xuzheng was called over, which was equivalent to throwing her to
someone else.

This feeling made her sadder than he did not come.

Looking at Xu Yanwan in front of him, sitting there looking lonely and helpless,
Lin Xuzheng couldn’t help but sighed: “Why? I told you earlier, haven’t you
given up yet? “

Give up? She has loved him for so many years, how can she give up her
heart?

Xu Yanwan smiled bitterly in her heart and raised her head to meet Lin
Xuzheng’s eyebrows: “Big Brother Lin, you have loved Sister Lin for so many
years. Now if someone makes you give up and marry another, would you?”



Chapter 1389
Lin Xuzheng didn’t expect that she would ask this suddenly, and fell silent for
a while and did not answer her. The warmth on his face also disappeared
completely at this moment, leaving only cold.

The temperature in the room disappeared instantly.

Xu Yanwan realized something, a panic flashed in her eyes.

“I’m sorry, Brother Lin, I’m in a bad mood, and I always talk nonsense. Go
back first.”

“I’m sorry, it’s all my fault. I shouldn’t give an example indiscriminately, let
alone take Brother Lin as an example. Brother Lin took care of me when I was
young. I was too much.”

Seeing her self-blame and sadness, Lin Xuzheng felt that she was a little too
much just now. This girl watched the person she likes with others, and she
must be sad. Moreover, both of her parents have died. Now she has nothing,
and she collapsed because of her poor acceptance. It is very difficult for her to
be so reserved.

In other words, he used to look at the little girl who grew up. Lin Xuzheng
didn’t want to care about her too much. He sighed and said, “I can’t blame you
for the things just now, but you can’t take care of your sister-in-law in the
future. Come out and say it, you should know what she means to me.”

“Yeah, I won’t be anymore. I was the bastard just now, so I told Brother Lin to
go back soon and let me be alone. I’ll just be calm for a while.”

“In your situation now, I am afraid that something will happen if you leave you
alone. Anyway, I have nothing to do. I will stay with you in this hospital these
few days.”



Lin Xuzheng insisted not to leave, and Xu Yanwan didn’t chase him again.
She sat quietly on the bed alone and next to her quietly.

Just like this, he spent an afternoon peacefully.

In the evening, Lin Xuzheng asked the servants of the family to bring them to
eat. They were all light meals, but Xu Yanwan had no appetite, but she could
barely eat some for the sake of her body.

While eating, Xu Yanwan kept talking, trying to ask something, but finally
looked at Lin Xuzheng’s face and swallowed her words back.

After a few times, Lin Xuzheng said directly: “If you have anything to say, you
don’t have to keep watching me hesitating. As long as it has nothing to do with
your sister-in-law, I will not be angry.”

Xu Yanwan was relieved when she heard him say this, but because the matter
was related to Victor Han, she was cautious when she spoke.

“Brother Lin, I want to ask how long have they been together?”

Hearing, Lin Xuzheng squinted his eyes reflexively, “What do you ask this
for?”

Xu Yanwan replied softly: “Didn’t Brother Lin just say that, as long as I said
nothing to do with my sister-in-law, would you not be angry? Then Brother Lin
cares about me asking this? Now I even ask. Serious?”

“Ask.” Lin Xuzheng lowered his head and ate his meal with a thoughtful
expression. After a while, he reopened: “You can ask, but are you asking this
now, isn’t it self-abuse? How long have they been together? It doesn’t affect
their relationship. Didn’t you see the ring on her hand when Jessica came?”

Because he saw it, he wanted to ask.



Of course Xu Yanwan didn’t say this sentence.

“I just want to know. I have liked him for so long, but I can’t get a response at
all. Then how did she stay with Victor Han, nothing else.”

“Then why do you like Victor Han?” Lin Xu asked positively.

Xu Yanwan was stunned.

“This is fate entanglement, you like him, he doesn’t like you, but have you
ever thought about those suitors behind you? Who do they ask? Why don’t
you like them? Why don’t you have to respond after chasing you for so long?
To?”

“You.” Lin Xuzheng’s eyes were full of warmth, “If it weren’t for the sake of
when you were a child, I watched it grow up, I wouldn’t bother to tell you this.
You are too horny. It’s just a man, if he is interesting to you, but he is with
others, and still depends on liking him, which is not good for you.”

It’s dead.

Hearing these words, Xu Yanwan’s face paled a bit, “Big Brother Lin, how can
you say that, I just want to ask.”

“I watched you grow up, would you ask, I still don’t understand?”

Xu Yanwan’s face was a little pale and did not answer him.

“You are a girl with a big education, and you are not a person in a closed
society before. Why are you still so indifferent? Just a man. Your future life is
still very long. What kind of man do you want?”



“But there is only one Victor Han.” Xu Yanwan’s eyes were red and she was
about to cry: “I have liked him since I was a child, and I still like him. If I could
like others, then I would have been with them a long time ago. Together, I
won’t have been waiting for him for so many years.”

“So you can’t listen to what Brother Lin said, right?”

“Brother Lin, I didn’t want to listen to you. I just haven’t figured it out clearly
yet. Can you give me some time?”

“Then think about it for yourself. You are an adult and a smart person. There
are some things you don’t need to say about you. You can figure it out by
yourself.”

These words again made her think.

Why does a smart person have to figure it out for herself? Does she have to
act according to the public’s ideas?

Xu Yanwan closed her eyes and did not answer him again.

Soon it was the day of the wedding of Cousin Phillip.

Marry Jiang didn’t want to dress up at first, but after thinking about it, she
finally dressed up carefully. After all, she would go as Phillip’s girlfriend when
she went, and Phillip’s mother would definitely pull her to everyone.
Introduction.

Anyway, after coming back, he will be separated, just treat him as helping
himself during this period, and give him a last look.

This time she drove home by herself, so Liang Yahe came to find Marry Jiang
early in the morning. In fact, she had been sending WeChat yesterday to tell
Marry Jiang to dress up carefully.



In the future, she was afraid that Marry Jiang would think too much, so she
quickly added another sentence.

“Our Marry is so beautiful, even if we don’t dress up, it looks good, but after
all, it is a wedding. By that time everyone will definitely dress beautifully. Our
Marry can’t lose to others.”

Every word of Marry, in short, completely regarded Marry Jiang as her
daughter-in-law.

In fact, for Marry Jiang, Liang Yahe is a very easy person to get along with. It
would be really nice to be a mother-in-law with such an approachable person.

Only…

Thinking of this, Marry Jiang’s eyes were a little sad, and she didn’t continue
to think about it.

Marry Jiang dressed up in the house and went out. Liang Yahe was full of
praise when he saw her.

“Our Marry is so good-looking today, and she can definitely overwhelm the
crowd.”

Marry Jiang: “Ahem, auntie, today is someone else’s wedding after all. It
shouldn’t be great for Yan and Qunfang?”


